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SYNOPSIS: The real work is ideological result of the investigations, which have been carried out 
for 25 years, on structural dynamics under the seismo-explosive loads, induced by industrial and 
experimental blasts, simulating natural earthquakes, and on the optimization parameters of drill-
explosive works in the mining quarrels. 
INTRODUCTION 
Blasting techniques for carrying out as strip-
ping works so mining ones are the most prospec-
tive and economical. But execution of these 
works is appreciably confined by accompanying 
side-effects. The combination necessity of the 
industrial blasts maximal power with the protec-
ted structure safety reduces to the careful 
surveying necessity for specific features of the 
system "mass blast - ground - protected struc-
ture".Problem statements and investigation tech-
niques are in the close proximity to the prob-
lems of antiseismic development,because the 
structures are excited kinematically in both ca-
ses;but there is a number of distinctions bet-
ween.the earthquake and the seismo-explosive ef-
fect.The fact, that the considering system is 
the system with feedback communications is the 
principle distinction. The optimization direc-
tion of the system is determined both by dyna-
mic factors and by history of its origin and de-
velopment. The problem decision is on the verge 
of some sciences.This fact requires the complex 
appreciations as theoretical investigations so 
experimental ones, using computer facilities 
widely. 
THE OPI'IMIZATION PRINCIPLES 
The most actual problems of the structural dy~ 
namics is qualitative and quantitative evalua-
tion of the engineering structure behaviour un-
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der seismo-explosive effects. There are many 
reasons for conducting drill-explosive works 
nearby the protected structures, but the most 
serious is the operating quarries. In some ca-
ses they are opened near the existing indust-
rial and civil structures, in other cases the 
protected structures and the operating quarries 
approach to each other during their natural de-
velopment. Depending on technologic characteris-
tic properties of blasting works and the struc-
tural features of protected installation (or 
group), the concrete situations take place,de-
termining by really existing conditions: 
- by possibility to regulate parameters of drill-
explosive works, the physico-mechanical ground 
characteristics on the way of the seismo-explo-
sive effect propagation, and dynamic characte-
ristics of the protected structure system; 
- by necessity to secure strength and reliabi-
lity of single protected structure or complex, 
which includes structures in various technical 
state; 
- selectivity of the proper criteria, determi-
ning permissibility of seismo-explosive effect 
(strengthfull, kinematical, economical, mixed 
and so on). But in spite of existing variety 
it's possible to formulate general principle of 
the given problem decision:"supporting the ma-
ximum production of the drill-explosive works, 
when the preservation criteria of protected 
structure are carried out". General simplified 
diagram of' the problem is shown on Fig 1. 
blast ground installation reaction I 
~ 
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change of' installation! 
~criterion I the characteristics 
change of' ground 
the parameters 
change of' blast 
Fig.1 Schematic diagram of' the system optimi-
zation "mass blast - protected structure 
Mathematical description of' the separate compo-
nents f'rom given diagram and relations between 
them, may be various and defined in concrete 
features, the character of' purposes' statements 
and in the system "alignment" way. But in spite 
of' explicit success in development the system 
mathematical model, the experimental investiga-
tion methods of' its separate parts were and re-
main the principle way as f'or the practical 
problema decision, so f'or the receipt of' truth-
ful data f'or theoretical conceptions develop-
ment. Let's consider separate moments of' pre-
sent problem and these features, which appe~ 
when conducting natural experimental investi-
gations. One of' the widely used ways f'or evalu-
ation the seismic hazard f'rom mass industrial 
blasts is experimental determination of' the 
vector velocity quantity. 
u = k ( R p )~ = k ( '2 /fa: f' (1) 
where: k,\> = empirical coefficients 
2 = distance between the measurement 
point and the epicentre of' mass 
blast 
Q = mass of' blasted solid 
As a rule, confidence intervals f'or two-dimen-
sional experimental cloud are determinated as 
a result of' experimental data by the statistic 
-probabilistic ways; later on these intervals 
are used f'or determination, with specified 
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degree of' reliability, the permissibility of 
investigated technology of' conducting drill-
explosive works over the ground level vibrati-
ons. Considering this method, it's necessary 
to make some notes. Orientation to "vector ve-
locity", which defines as 
where: lftmax = maximum asynchronous realizati-
ons of' the ground vibrations ve-
locities over components, 
makes a mistake to the saf'e side explicitly 
and, basically, it's majorant of' the ground mo-
vement factual velocity. ~25 three-components 
records processing of' the real ground vibrati-
ons in different quarries has shown, that me-
dian of' factual top velocity of' the ground vi-
brations, determined synchronously on every 
component, constituted 0.847 f'rom vector value 
(Fig. 2). 
w 
• S47 1.0 
Fig. 2 Factual relationship between vector 
and real velocity of' the ground move-
ment under seismo-explosive ef'f'ect 
Most of' the researchers think, that determina-
tive parameter of' the mass blast power is char-
ge weight of' explosive material per delay. 
However, when these vibrations are not self-
purpose, but considered as kinematic excitati-
on of' protected structure, as experimental in-
vestigations show, the duration of' the ground 
vibrations in the intensive phase acquires 
great value and, in its turn, it's determined 
by total mass of' blasted ground. For instance, 
conducting experimental investigations of' the 
cement storage, which constructionally was ma-
de up of' 4 metallic cylinders with diameter 
5.75 m, height 34.0 m, connected with the gene-
ral foundation mat and located on the general 
pile basis, were received data, that short--de-
layed blasts with interval per delay 50 me over 
smaller intensity due to prolonged duration, 
induced the larger vibration intensity of the 
investigated structure top (Table 1). 
TABLE r. The Dynamics Measurement Results 



















Besides, the analysis shows, that mass distri-
bution in explosive material according the 
separate steps of the real industrial blasts 
submits to the normal laws, possessing indivi-
dual parameters for each quarry. (Fig. 3). 
w 
o.~ /ol: 
Fig. 3 The distribution character in the ex-
plosive material mass according the 
steps of mass industrial blasts for 
various quarries 
1 - gratical; 2 - porphiritical; 3 - dotali-
tical 
Therefore, orientation to the EM mass in the 
charge weight per delay has rather indefinite 
character. The construction methodics of the 
regressive dependence e~ \i- - e~ Rp , proceeding 
on the assumption that the transmission cha-
racter of the seismo-explosive pulse keeps up 
constant during all the way from the blast 
epicentre up to the measurement point. It pre-
determines homogeneity of the physico-mechani-
cal ground properties over extent of the mea-
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surement route, that seldom corresponds reality. 
As experience of experimental works in some 
Far-Eastern quarries has shown the distance 
between the blast epicentre and the measure-
ment point is determinative in this relation. 
It may be classified as follows: 
-homogeneous (quarry No 1, Fig. 3 ); 
- macroheterogeneous (quarry No 2); 
- microheterogeneous (quarry No 3). 
It's obviously, that in the first and the last 
cases the physico-mechanical ground properties 
may be considered as homogeneous (in the ~ast 
case it's considered in integral meaning). 
Such condition of the investigation area also 
affects value of room-mean-square (rms) devia-
tions for regressive lines. In above conside-
r~d case$ they are equal correspondingly o. 
0.123; 0.92. In concrete investigations occur 
situations, where plotting of regressive line 
&air -&J Rp is impossible due to the fact, 
that values ~<j R p concentrate in very short 
range. In our practice was developed the follo-
wing techniques in the similar situations: 
- probabilistic analysis performed for protec-
ted structure only by realization of experi-
mentally received "spot"; 
-when it was necessary to plot regressive line, 
the ground seismicity was measured on the re~ 
mote point, having possessed e~ Rp appreci-
ably different from ~ R P for protected in-
stallation (Fig. 4). 
Fig.4 
ea \T "' K -)> p,. Rp 
·- Q --------~~ 
The regressive line determination and 
the concrete installation investigation 
1 - measurements on the protected ins-
tallation; 2 - measurements on the "re-
mote" point. 
Aforesaid hypophesis suppositions show, that 
really existing techniques of determination the 
ground vibrations in the base of protected 
structure has some kind of indefiniteness as 
the principle criterion, which is a reference 
point for determination of the permissibility 
level of seismo-explosive effect or for possi-
bility to increase the power of mass industri-
al blasts. Besides, statistical character of 
permissible levels, recommended by national 
norms, makes them available for the purposes 
of prospective design firstly, but not for 
estimation of the reaction quantity and chara-
cter of real structure, which is often struc-
turally complicated and spatially developed, 
on seismo-explosive effect. Variety of norm 
standards in different countries (Fig. 5) tes-
tifies about their appreciable orientation to 
the local geological conditions and characte-
ristic existing type of protected structures. 
mm/s ....-----------------~ Ln/S 
200 / B ~'2 
/ 
10 
10 100 I h. 
Fig. 5 Norm standards in different countries 
according permissible level of the 
ground vibrations in the protected 
structure base under seismo-explosive 
effects 
1 - Australia (CA 23-1967); 2 - Eng-
land; 3 -USA (USBM); 4 - Switzerland 
(SN - 640312); 5 - German Federal Re-
public (DIN 4150); 6 -France; 7 -
India 
The circumstances are impaired by the fact, 
that non-standard situations often occur du-
ring experimental investigations of structural 
dynamics under seismo-explosive effects. For 
instance, investigating 9-storey apartment 
house, devided by the movement joint on two 
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app. equal parts for seismo-explosive effects 
from mass blasts in the nearby coal open cast 
colliery was determined, that vibrations of th~ 
structural overground part consists of high-
frequency onset and 4-5 periodic~lly increased 
vibration trains following by it. The block of 
flats with overall dimensions 76x15x28 m ( 
length x width x height) had piles foundation 
with monolithical reinforced concrete foundati-
on mat. The base ground was clay of variouij co-
nsistency with unde~ground waters 1.5 to 2.0 
m below the s~rface. In given situation divisi-
on on two app. equal parts reduced to formati-
on of the system with two degrees of freedom 
with short-range values frequencies of natural 
oscillations (Table 2), and it was the cause 
of development the beating-similar processes. 
During the block of flats dynamics investigati-
ons of the concrete mixer unit under the con-
ducting sudden experimental blasts, were set 
variations in phases in attainment of the vib-
rations velocity of the structure top part and 
the ground in it's base the highest quantities 
and their alternation (Fig. 6), and it follow-
ed by the hypothesis supposition about the vi-
brational energy transfer availability between 






A change in time of the vibrations ve-
locity of the coat (1) and the ground 
in the structural base (2) of the con-
crete mixer unit 
The ground in the structure base may be refer-
red to the soft ground category. It's the back-
filling layer about 3 m power with the water-
saturated underlying loams. Cited above few 
instances show the high complicacy of the eva-
luation the ground vibration permissibility in 
TABLE II. The system Principal Frequency Characteristics (Hz) 
Installation Ground Block of Flats (part A) Block of Flats (part B ~ 
Component High Low High Low Wind High Low Wind 
Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Load Frequency Frequency Load 





the protected structure base in every concre-
te situation, considering the security of its 
strength and reliability. That's why another 
approach to the problem decision is expedient. 
If proceed from the fact, that the ground mo-
vement in the protected structure base is not 
a standardized value, but an indicator of ki-
nematic excitation intensity of protected 
structure, it's possible to pass to another 
permissibility criterion of seismo-explosive 
effect, that's to the stresses quantity in the 
principal bearing members of the building 
structure and in its more loose units, regar-
ding the stresses concentration. Depending on 
complicacity of the protected structure or pre-
determined accuracy of the problem decision, 
it may be represented by the calculative model 
with the necessary complicacity level. However, 
taking into account the fact, that seismo-exp-
losive effects, as compared with properly 
earthquakes, have appreciably smaller intensi-
ty and duration, it's quite sufficient to re-
strict by the model class SDF in the first ap-
proximation. The character of the experimental 
investigations formulation and the measurement 
volume are determinative for selection of one 
of it (Fig. 7): 
- only the ground movement parameters; 
the parameters of the structural 
















The determination variant of the stre-
ssed condition of the protected struc-
ture models under various experimen-
tal measurements technique 
a) the ground movement measurement, 
b) the structural members movements 
measurements 
In the first case, directly the ground move-
ment under mass industrial blasts is set by ex-
perimental oscillograms, and the SDF movement 
is determined by well-known Duhamel integral: 
t . 
q(t): ~ !h(t,-c)'U(t)c.d-c (3) 
0 
where: q (t) = movement of the oscillator mass 
in the time t moment; 
m = mass SDF; 
u(t) = the law of the kinematic base 
excitation (experimental oscillo-
grams); 
C = the system stiffness; 
h(l;t)= Green function. 
In the second case the mass movement of the 
structural model, set by experimental oscillo-
grams, determines inertial forces in these 
points. If the stiffness and mass parameters 
of calculated models on received decision q(t) 
or on the inertial forces distribution mcqL(t) 
are known, it's possible to determine mecha-
nisms of the stresses change in the dangerous 
section of the system (regarding the stresses 
concentration), and then - safety factors un-
der given intensity of seismo-explosive effect 
and number of excesses by the stresses of fa-
tigue limit. If considered only security of 
sufficient strength of the protected structure, 
that, accumulating statistics of such calcula-
tions, it's possible to opt~ize dLmensions of 
mass blast according to conditions of minimi-
zation of stresses in force. If it's necessary 
to control reliability, that, having selected 
corresponding model of the damages accumulati-
on, for instance, linear one, it's possible 
to evaluate detriment from conducting blasts 
with the equation: 
o· __ .. 
N· .. (4) 
where: n·.. = the stresses recurrence period of 
specific level under i blast; 
Nt = the loadings number of predeter-




= total number of conducted blasts; 
= safety factor. 
Under existing techniques of carrying out the 
drill-explosive works in the concrete quarry, 
it's sufficiently to determine the modal out-
put parameters ( of strength and/or fatigue) 
for calibrating chain of blasts with A ~ Rt> , 
which is typical for given quarry, and later 
on to use them. This way of approach enables 
to take into account the every blast affect 
in the reliability reduction of protected 
structure, and to regulate it during the pro-
cess of conducting explosive works quite suffi-
ciently. So,as above, it's suggested to carry 
out the permissibility control for saismo-ex-
plosive works according to two parameters: 
- to the stresses quantity, occuring in the 
protected structure connections; 




~R~> 0 J 
Normal diagrams of the mass blasting 
control according to strength (a) 
and reliability (b) of protected 
structure 
1 - regressive line; 2 -permissible 
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stresses quantity; 3 - the accumulated 
level of the damages 
Sure, that comparing quantaties have probabili-
stic character, and, because of physical natur~ 
differences, can't possess the same parameters. 
Securing strength and durability to the comple~ 
of installations, it's possible to orient to 
the most weak among them, taking into account 
the economical factors, and as the case may be 
to repair structure or to tear it down. 
CONCLUSION 
Generally accepted techniques for determining 
antiseismic parameters of the mass industry 
blasts don't enable to realize the concrete 
features of protected structure and regular 
actions of seismo-axplosive pulses on it. The-
refore, it's suggested to pass from normaliza-
tion of the ground movement in the protected 
structure base to the normalization of stress-
as, occuring in it's members, and to the acco-
unt of the damages accumulation. 
